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BACHELOR OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION EXAMINATION, 2023
( 1st Year, 2nd Semester )

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION, FITNESS AND WELLNESS

PAPER - EC - 201
Time : Three hours Full Marks : 70

Group - A

Answer the following questions (any three): 15×3=45

1. Write the meaning of health, wellness and physical fitness with an example for each.
Mention the dimensions of wellness and explain any three in detail. 6+9=15
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2. Classify injury. Discuss what are the various preventive and safety educative measures
that can be taken in order to prevent sport injuries? Differentiate between sprain and
strain. 4+8+3=15
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3. Discuss the importance of water for a sports person. Classify drinks and give the side
effects of energy drinks on the human body. 5+5+5=15
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4. What is the meaning of aerobic and anerobic exercises. Enlist ten (10) exercises
separately for aerobic and anerobic exercises. Explain how aerobic capacity can be
developed with proper examples. 4+5+6=15
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5. What do you mean by the terms set, repetition, intensity and volume? Prepare list of
suitable different exercises for fitness programme for different age groups. 6+9=15
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Group - B

Write short notes on (any two) : 7.5×2

6. Write a note on cyber culture in sports and its influence on sports persons.
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7. How can a desirable body weight be maintained and determined?
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8. Component of physical fitness

Ÿyîû#!îû„þ ¢Çþ›“þyîû vþzþ™y”y˜

9. Weight management
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Group - C

10. Select the correct answer and write it down on your answer script (any ten) : 1×10=10

i) .............................. is not a non-communicable disease.

a) Cancer b) Chicken pox

c) Asthma d) Liver disorder

ii) .............................. is an example of ICT in decision making on the sports field.

a) Ultra-edge b) Shoe censors

c) PPT d) Pen drive

iii) .............................. is a cause of obesity.

a) Irregular sleep b) Balanced diet

c) Regular exercise d) Proper lifestyle

iv) Active listening and involvement are a part of ..............................

a) Mental health b) Emotional wellness

c) Social wellness d) Physical health

v) Energy drinks contain .............................. which has ill effects on health.

a) Sodium b) Carnitine

c) Potassium d) Citric acid

vi) .............................. is an incomplete fracture.

a) Compound fracture b) Greenstick fracture

c) Transverse d) Spiral

vii) Which of the following activities would be best described as both aerobic and anerobic?

a) Sprinting b) Long jump

c) Weightlifting d) Tennis

viii) A person is considered to be underweight when the BMI is ..............................

a) > 18.50 b) < 18.50

c) 18.50 d) 18.00

ix) Which is a low calorie food out of these?

a) Omelet b) Egg white

c) Boiled egg d) Poached egg



x) Name the components of physical fitness that is, more or less, genetically determined?

a) Flexibility b) Speed

c) Strength d) Body composition

xi) The physical prowess level of the modern man in comparison to that of savage man is

a) Much lower b) Much higher

c) The same d) Difficult to determine

xii) What are the factors affecting physical fitness and wellness?

a) Intoxication b) Standard of living

c) Lifestyle d) All of them

xiii) Plyometrics is also called ........................

a) Reflex phenomena b) Reactive jumps

c) Agility training d) All
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